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The paper consists of two parts:the first part introduces the developing course of the 

9<îulpment for meat refrigeration— freezers which have been developed from 22,000 tons ca-

H 7 at the foundation of P.R.China to present 2,400,000 tons capacity,and describes in det-

types and distribution of the freezers for meat refrigeration,the daily animals siaughlthe
itg

1

'in

°aPacity,the situation of meat refrigeration,ice making and storage.freezing equipment 

5°iai transportation lines;the second part deals with the meat refrigerating technology 

Ltla according to the demands of consumers and markets for frozen meat and packets of fro- 

^ a t . I n  the end it describes the developmental tendency of meat refrigerating technolo-
the future.

‘»Iv
^CTl 0 N S;The basis of meat refrigerating industry was very weak in old China, There were 

fe* freezers in the whole country at the foundation of P.R.China, which totally have 

tons capacity.Those freezers were mainly owned by English capitalists,which were usei to 

the cheap pork,beef.mutton and eggs bought from Chinese markets before they were sold in 

Markets.The freezers were distributed over Harbin,Dalian,Tanjin.Qindao,Nanjing and

■’0o0

an

*0*1.

^ SVelopment of meat refrigerating industry is emphasized after the foundation of P.R.China,
0j.< ,

 ̂ Kinai meat refrigerating enterprises have been extended and recontructed.Afterwards, a 

°f meat processing enterprises and freezers have been newly built to meet the demands of
V lc

^ r k e t s  anti foreign trade.
1 * Th

H» 9 Present situation of meat refrigerating industry;With the development of production,

9̂  rigerating industry of China has been on the developmental road of independence. B y  the 

987, there have been 1,442 meat processing enterprises in state-operated commercial

in China,which employ 330,316 persons.Meat refrigerating factories(freezers) are distr-

5)i

^  °Var big and medium-sized cities, as well as some coastal ports,which totally have

°0q

tons capacity.According to one s h ift(8 hours), the processing capacity is as follows: 

Dj, " Pigs, 1 7 , 3 0 0  oxen, 177,600 sheep, 800,000 fowls, 800 tons of cut pork, 550 tons of meat

the total capacity of freezers ,low-temperature freezers account for 2,006,000

\) aigh-temperature ones(about 0*C) account for 381,000 tons.The daily freezing capacity is
*oo0

V  n a * ^ i i y  cooling capacity is 6,500 tons .daily ice-making capacity is 3,300 tons.

^  some 100 cold store boats whose charge capacity is 10,000 tons, and 4,900 cold stor-
vai

Î*.
1 X

*he details are listed in table 1.

'is

distribution of meat refrigerating enterprises.Meat enterprises in big and medium-siz- 

>S (majority have refrigerating workshops)account for 38,3 percent of the total enter- 

* Ihere are 890 meat enterprises in county towns and down, which account for 61.7 per-
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Table 1 The main producing capacity of refrigerating enterprises in commercial system H»

Items Totality in China

number of enterprises 1,442

slaughtering capacity 

( number/shift )

number of pigs
number of oxen 17,2y9

number of sheep
number of folks

cold storage capacity 
(tons)

brief figure
low temperature 2,002,5Q3 .
high temperature

cooling capacity (tons/day) 6 ,452 .3

freezing capacity (tons/day) 4 2 ,3 14 .3

ice-making capacity (tons/dag^
ice storage capacity (tons)
number of freezers
special railway line ( kilometres ) 194.19

cent. See.table 2 for details.

_freezer jiistribution_of jneat jeJ'i^gerating enterprises in-commercial syste®-i"'
M L ' " ' ' '

V L " " '—  ^

In the whole country number of enterprises 1

cold storage capacity (tons)
number of enterprises

In big cold storage capacity(tons 1 ,876

and medium-sized population^one million
number of enterprises
cold storage capacity/tons) 994t

cities
one million>population£ 
half million

number of enterprises
cold storage capacity tons) 340L

popul ation <* haT f  mi 1 ] i nn number of enterprises
592*.

In county towns and number Of enterprises

down cold storage capacity (tons) 50 8,

1 i L - "

V L - " '

There are 797 meat enterprises in Jiangsu,Zhejiang,Anhui,Shandong,H e b e i ,Henan,Hun011’
to

Bu*9*'

, a«
ta 1

Jiangxi,Sichuan,Shanxi, andJShaanxi provinces, which account for 55.3 percent of th®
t# Th®r

terprises,there are 645 ones in the rest part of China,which account for 44 .7  peroert • 

are 55 meat enterprises in Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin,which account for 3.8 percs«*'
regional distribution of meat refrigerating enterprises is shown in table 3 . 
b. The scale of meat refrigerating enterprises .According to slaughtering scale of mea* f» '
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tating enterprises, there are 22 enterprises that actually have more than 300,000 slaught- 

°apacity in 1987, which account for 2.3$ of the.total enterprises(952).Among them, there

,00q

’Dq

V

6,1 terprises(folk pressing ones) which nave 1 ,0U0,000 slaughtering capacity and 6 enter- 

4 meat pressing ones, 2 folk pressing ones) whose slaughtering capacity is between 

&nd 1,000,000,there are 12 ones whose slaughtering capacity is between 300,000 and
°00.

fo
There are 930 enterprises that have less than 30 0 ,0 0 0 slaughtering capacity,which acc- 

11 97.3$. The scale of meat freezers is shown in table 4.
Table 3 The regional distribution of meat refrigerating enterprises

regions number of enterprises percentage

North China 235 16.3
Northeast China 207 14.3

East China 370 25.7
Meuium-south China 242 1 6 . 8

Southwest China 249 17.3

Northwest China 139 9.6

Totality 1 ,442 100

the

the

scale structure of enterprises,there are two obvious changes:one is that the number of

'  k

\
%

the

ttn

^ P r i s e s  which have more than 300,000 slaughtering capacity(por year) gradually reduces, 

dumber of those which have less than 300,000 slaughtering capacity(per year) increases 

after another.The t Ji,a-ucy is one result of free management and multi-channel markets. 

c°llective slaughter is changed to scattering one which increases slaughtering capacity 

^Sgions.The reformation of financial system is another reason.To increase financial in- 

c°untry enterprises transport half carcase meat instead of livestock into the cities;

at

V
^ a t  the numTier of the enterprises whose freezer capacity is more than 10,000 tons 

^ a n  500 tons increases,and the total capacity grows.lt is the result of completion and 
1011 of a series of projects built at late 6th Five-Tear Flan period(1 9oG-1 yc>5).These pro- 

V t!hlCh have more than 5,000 tons capacity each,are from the internal extension and recon- 
Sj of ola enterprises.More small-sized enterprises are built by local governments to ex- 

^  a^riâ 0rtlent after it is free.
S  ahove,driven by the reformation of national economic svstem,enterprises have quick-

a<̂ Jastment of production construction,technological transformation and equipment impo-
C 0'1 to%
V  ^

Suit the new situation of multi-channel free management and further support produc-
c°nsumption.The capacity of pressing cut meat,meat products,packets of meat products is 
»and technical competence is improved.As market system is in the embryonic stage at

«Ht
,che central government still has to carry out the management policy of directive "Ians. 

\  1°t)erated commerce functions as stabilizing markets and commodity prices.Especially when
ln the balance between production and consumption,meat refrigerating enterprises mainly 

W.~ and store frozen half-carcase meat to solve the contradiction of unbalance.So enterprise 
b e l

k  ation is that the '.capacity in big and medium-sized cities is more than the demands of
* ï'sTativeiy big slaughtering and refrigerating capacity at present.Now the problem in the

aad exportation,but it can not be easily cut down in case of more sources of goods. 
UtI1 and small-sized cities,especially those county towns and down,the excessive capacity
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ï^iE_!_!îi2_2°Ei®_°i555ï£i£2ü22_2£_!222£_ü®£Eis®£2îi2ë_®12£*ïPEÎ:222_in_commercial system_i2. 1 #

In the whole country number of enterprises

capacity >10,000 tons number of enterprises

10,0.0 tons >  capacity^ pumber of enterprises
5,000 tons

5,uu0 tons>capacity ̂ number of enterprises
3,000 tons

3,000 tons> capacity number of enterprisesi f vjvjvj tons
1 , 0 0 0  tons ̂ capacity^ number of enterprises

capacity<500 tons number of enterprises

Notes:the data of table 1,2,3,4 are quoted from the Almanac of Chinese Food Industry in 1
keeps growing,and does harm to both the improvement & control of the quality and comp*”■eh0119 ^

— — w  ̂ V i unv/ oiuii. U y O.UU vw V —j.

utilization of raw meat source,and causes rep^at-d construction anu waste of investment- ^  
In recent years,the situation varies considerably in processing all kinds of frozen m8at

1 ,? °°ducts. 1,760,000 tons frozen meat products are processed in 1985. increasing 44.4 7». h3
■ ' .T h u s

00°

tons in 1986 and 1,040,000 tons in 1987 are processed.lt shows a decline tendency.i“"" ^  
utilization ratio of freezer capacity is only about 45 *.ln present circumstances of ^
a'gement, enterprises are gradually changed from close production-storage types to opsn cli”. n{c ircU

gSrstion types.They have lauched a business of storage and management for the society,and uS g
■ • ' \8 S

v, ̂ ^  L uliw oUplcl/,yf“*
the freezers grow.Management scope and variety are increased.Though enterprises process 
half-carcase meat than before,the quantity of frozen goods keeps growing.

2.The developing trend of meat refrigerating technology in China
a.Kebuild freezers,add or enlarge cooling rooms,raise tne production of chiliad meut' _ i;0o-

There are cooling rooms in all the meat freezers in China built in 1 9 5 0 s.B u t c h e r ' s  i“®3" * j j f '  

ed from 3ab to a temperature between 0°C and 4'C before it is frozen in freezing rooms.But c00V 
■ - hav3 -,}

j. yj j.o xn -L.rwwz.xiip v
ect freezing technology is used in the freezers built after 1960,most of which do .not--w —-x I J  f  UAV.NJ W W J. WiiXVuU  ̂v
ing rooms.And some of the original cooling rooms are changed into freezing r o o m s .Thus. tu t cl>

meat has to be processed into frozen one after it is sent to the freezers.Althcugn con^  <0
fr■ote

not line frozen meat,only frozen meat is sold in butcher's shops.If customers do not bU7 '^  
meat,they have to eat butcher's meat.Scientific researches show that chilled meat(ag®d)
and juicy, and has a special flavour.The broth is transparent and fragrant,as well ns W 3 r

bu tcher v3t-
* — r l -  y —

The increasing acidity of the meat in aging period has disinfecting functions,hut _ g
does not have above characters.So meat aging is of importance from the views of econo«1 
erinar.y sanitation and nutrition,and flavour. PJ.p

used uP; ^
, < T

10 tu**1 0{When chilled meat is processed into frozen one,a large quantity of energy is —  
ction cost rises and nutrition materials are damaged. Conversely, when frozen meat Is - ^

th® qU ̂  ^  
u ld *  v

1
period,still much energy is consumed, and nutrition materials are lost again,thus 
frozen meat is much worse than that of chilled meat.For this reason,cooling rooms sh°

T®,0t<
ed or enlarged in refrigerating enterprises to meet the needs of consumers for chiHed 
direct freezing technology,the heat load of a freezer is so big as to effect the fr®eZ® -¿cH
Certainly it is necessary to keep some freezing capacity in freezers.The butcher's 
can not be marketed for some time,may be frozen for long storage. Present refrigeraini* c3g9 '°° 
can not process chilled meat,so it is a good way to add or extend cooling rooms to 
chilled and frozen meat.

b.Change the state of single variety-half carcase meat in meat supply,raise the Pr° 
cut meat.
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!V
lo:ng time.only half carcase meat is supplied in the markets around Chinese cities and
*ihe residents should work hard at the large skinny and hony pieces of meat which fat 
‘•as well as positions are not separated.With the development of the time,both husband 
of a family have to work.Such large pieces of meat can not meet the needs of broad con-

i i nn 3uch a hurry society.To counter the situation changes in the society,meat processing
should process varieties of cut meat,such as shredded meat,meat stuffing,sliced meat,

3 and some by-products .which are packed with packets(the.y can also be packed with large 
1 t»Q bsf o rs^aet the needs of public restaurants and canteens).The products are refrigerated the

^uy and Plac* them into refrigerators.So it is very convenient for the residents and
^ tlt!c«ssary housework has been reduced.On the other hand, meat processing enterprises can 
lUli^ U3° man^ *y-Products sach as skin,bones etc,to increase public wealth and chances
°yment,and also expand the scale of .management. In a word.it is a favourable thing to 

c.j y and people.
S ^ ^ ^ h e n  the construction of cold chains to ensure the quality of frozen meat products. To 

quality of products,the frozen goods must be transported in low temperature in order 
\i_ ^lled meat and frozen packets of meat products are conveyed from the factories to meat-I

® departments,retail shops or other processing enterprises.The cold chains mainly mean
\  " 3tance transportation in the same city.Construction of small-sized freezers in whole-

detail departments and cold storage trucks must be generally considered and arranged. 
,, 3ea processing frozen meat products should deliver goods to the customers' in order to

~Uli3,j, x hse of social manpower and materials resources.
S u  Elating integrative standards of frozen meat products does favour to processing,trans
it! lün and storage.

E. f lo urishing meat markets,there are many product quality standards,packing norms,trans-
tools,storage conditions which cause confusion.lt is very inconvenient for neither 

°n and management, nor storage .transportation and marketing. At present, the country has 
\  listed integrative standards of frozen meat products.There are onlv standards made by 
^  ̂ n'tej’Prise: and locality.To counter the situation,the country should consider in a long 
N-ta+. f°rmulate integrative standards of chilled and frozen meat,which contain sense norms, 

f 1 norms,packing marks,packing norms,testing methods,storage and transportation condi- 
Process:i-ng and managing enterprises to ensure the quality of products and supply the 

qualified frozen meat products.
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